The Womb Chakra and its Benefits
“The whole Creation is there. A Creation keeps going on in you. You don't need another
Creation.”
Womb chakra is beyond all other chakras-- Highest holiest energy place in the body,
Not the second chakra,
The womb chakra is a divine creation point within us,
A connection to the Divine Mother, and
A resting place of our soul energy.
Both Men And Women Have A Womb Chakra
“Females have the womb chakra in their body, in the womb, but males still
have that energy fragrance. They connect it through their mother’s womb.”
Once womb chakra is strong everything is there (all creation). The whole of
creation is there.
When It Is Purified You Not Only Receive The Personal Benefits Of
•

Heal broken heartedness,

•

Help build union energy in relationships,

•

Heal the effects of negative relationships and attractions,

•

Heal from womb confusion of many partners,
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•

Heal from sexual harassment,

•

Heal some types of chronic illnesses,

•

Help parents to create the highest divine energies for their child during
conception and pregnancy,

•

Pull the Divine Feminine energy to charge your soul,

•

Change the energy of the desires (Kama) in a positive way.

But Also :
“It is a temple of holiness to bring blessings to the planet.”
Through the purified womb chakra, we can connect to the Divine Feminine
energy that created all things.
You can connect to Divine Mother’s womb—the great void—oneness of all
things before manifestation.
Once connected, we can pull that energy into our souls for healing in our
lives, families and communities.
“Who really develops his womb chakra energy as much as you can that person
will become as an avatar so far in the planet.”
You can decharge and purify negativity and karma and receive amazing
cosmic energies for developing a miracle healing capacity.
If Not Purified:
“When you get disturbed in your own crazy way, you can't suck the energy,
you can't keep the positive vibrations in your body, you can't be a strong
healer, you can't get experiences for certain abilities. Zero chance.”
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When the womb energy is disturbed there is ZERO chance to be a big healer
A disturbed womb chakra leads to chronic illness
And a lot of crazy blocks play on you
But Purification Is Just The Beginning
Purified Womb Chakra Is Blooming The Divine Energy In You
Womb Chakra Is Linked To Third Eye Power
“The Womb Chakra is nothing but where your soul is generated, created and
entered. Like a small seed does, like a biggest, highest tree and blooming of
thousands, hundreds of thousands of the fruits and flowers. The Womb
Chakra has that much strongest power. It’s linked with the consciousness
level and with the trineytra, Lord Shiva holding the third eye.”
Womb Chakra Is Access To Sri Chakra, Nada Bindu, And Brahma Consciousness
“Once if you know the womb chakra, how to purify in a proper way, then you
know how to get inside the Sri Chakra. Once you get inside the Sri Chakra then
you need to pull the Mother in a beautiful way. Then it connects to the Nada
Bindu, then to the Brahma Consciousness."
Womb Chakra Is Baby Of Sri Chakra
Sri Chakra is the mother’s womb energy, her heart, it is her creation process.
“The Sri Chakra is nothing but Mother's Womb. The whole Sri Chakra is
Mother's Womb. Sri Chakra...that's Her place where she is staying. That's Her
place. She decides the consciousness, everything...until birth that soul knows
how to connect everything in the planets.”
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Within the Sri Chakra is the balancing point of the creation Nada Bindu—in
front of it is everything behind it nothing in form—Mother’s womb
Creation and destruction flow through the Nada Bindu
The same creation power of Mother Divine and access to her creation and
destruction process – then movement of things across that Nada Bindu, is in
us
We can use that to pull divine energy for healing—for being partners with
Mother Divine to shift the creation and consciousness of the planet
Also connected to Brahma Consciousness—which is our inner knowing –
knowing both divine and illusion—but if that is connected to purified womb
and third eye like Shiva’s that see through the illusion
We then have the ability to see through illusion to the truth of all things, with
the womb chakra we can pull that truth
You Can Access The Womb of Mother Divine
This requires a link as well to your mother’s womb—a conduit to the womb
of Mother Divine.
Through Womb Chakra Practices You Can Make Your Mother’s Womb Happy And
Then:
o You can merge in the enlightened consciousness
o Healing powers, clarity of Bramha Consciousness all will come
“From the earliest time in the Indian tradition they worshipped Mother Divine’s
womb— her birthplace. It is the holy spot we come from. Still in some temples
there are huge statues of the womb. They knew the inner secrecy. If you really
want to win something in the universe, you have to go to that point where
you came out. In the world, 99.9999% of the saints received the powers from
the mother’s womb.”
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Connecting to Your Mother’s Womb Chakra
“So, your mother, where you first came, whenever you created her
womb chakra strongly and powerfully, yes, automatically you will
merge in the enlightenment in the consciousness of the divine
devotion. In all aspects. The healing powers, capabilities, clarity,
consciousness level - everything will open, Brahma Consciousness
automatically it will come.”
A Technique To Connect To Your Mother’s Womb Chakra
“Try to think every day on your mother in your meditation. No need any
God…think on your mother fifteen minutes, peacefully quietly
concentrate for yourself fifteen minutes. You wake up, you’re waking up
from your bed early morning or you’re going to sleep, sit relaxly thinking
on your mother, your childhood days, saying thanking to her, then you
sleep, then next day you do that. After a week, ten days, two weeks,
three weeks, then you see in three months what the difference will be.
You’re connecting to her womb chakra even though wherever she is,
even she is born in her next incarnation, but that chakra, that energy is
huge, you’re straightly linking to that. It will purify, again send it back to
you. It will purify, it will send it back to you. That much powerful chakra
is womb chakra.
Connecting to your own mother is one step to connecting to the Divine
Mother. “
A Simple Technique To Heal The Relationship With Your Own Mother
“Visualize your mother or put a picture of her in front of you. Surrender
by going down with your head to the ground and thank her for giving
you birth. ‘I forgive you, and please forgive me for everything that has
happened until now.’ It doesn’t matter if your mother is alive or not. It
is good to do this process for twenty-one days or longer.”
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Your Personal Mantra is Automatically Connected to Your Nada Bindu
Consciousness
And The Pin code to Womb chakra is Related to Personal Mantra
To Win The Kala Chakra (And Other Miracles) You Need To Know The Pin
Code Of Your Womb Chakra And Make It Strong
“In the nature a bird, a monkey, a cat, a dog, all divine creation,
every person has a pin number of the womb chakra.
For example, Big Boss Jesus, all the evil spirits, he sent in the pigs.
How did he do that? Because he knows the pin number of the womb
chakra, that is the inner mechanism. So far I didn't given that. Only I
given your personal mantra. Your womb chakra personal pin code I
didn't given yet.
Every person has in your personal mantra, last letter, that is the pin
code of your womb chakra. That's it. Last voice. For example, you
have your personal mantra – ‘Aim’. Ai forget that part. 'm' that is the
pin code of your womb chakra (last sound to take). Or naaga thamtu,
or naaga raksha... ‘ksha' that is the pin code of your womb chakra. In
hreem, 'm' is your womb chakra pin code. Go, that's it. You can do
soul travelings, you can split your soul, you can do lot of great
works. But you need to practice as much as you can, generate as
much as you can your energy up. Then automatically it takes off.
The last rhythm (the last letter of your personal mantra) that's the
most key point to connecting your womb chakra. Then
automatically the Guru Parampara is there with you.
Your personal mantra links to your Nada Bindu center point that
automatically connects to your Nada Bindu consciousness there.
Every divine soul, every human being, every soul is having a
consciousness. Once you recognize your consciousness pin number,
your password of your consciousness, it doesn’t matter how many
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bodies you keep changing, you will recognize where you came from.
Whatever happens, it's how you will come out from that. Even if you
were crucified you can come back. Jesus left the body and came
back. If you want - you can come back by knowing your
consciousness pin number.
Never ever underestimate the Womb Chakra. It's a supernatural
power. If you want to win the Kala Chakra, first you have to know
the pin number of your womb chakra and make it be stronger. Then
you can win this nature. If you don't have commanding on the womb
chakra, all types of the illusions Mayamaya, you open the door for
Mahamaya to enter into you. So it will come and hit. The womb
chakra needs to be strong. “
If Your Womb Chakra Is Strong The Master Can Give To You In 20 Days, 20 Months, 5
Days, 5 Seconds --Instead Of 20 Years.
“It’s not me doing it, it’s a divine force.”

Through Womb Chakra Practices You Can Make You Mother’s Womb Happy And
Then—Divine Consciousness Grows In You
“So, your mother, where you first came, whenever you made her womb
chakra strong and powerful, yes, automatically you will merge in the
enlightenment in the consciousness of the Divine. In all aspects. The healing
powers, capabilities, clarity, consciousness level - everything will open, Brahma
Consciousness automatically it will come.”
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Women Become High Divine Saints Through the Womb Chakra
“If women are able to handle that chakra, if they can really stay calm,
peaceful, being in pin-drop silence, just pulling cosmic energy and making
the balance—they can become like a bhairavi mata. Their energy is
unbelievable. They can be pretty good commanders on the elements. At the
same time, they can demonstrate through the elements unbelievable
miracles and energy healings. They can bless the world like that. But they
have to be able to handle the energy.”

Why Have I Never Heard of the Womb Chakra?
Till now this information was held by only a few Saints in India. Written 7000 years
ago by divine saints in palm leaf manuscripts. This knowledge is so powerful it
needed to be kept safe till the right timing on earth. That timing is now.
Sri Kaleshwar has brought forward this information in this time of world change.
This timing of world change is recognized in many different spiritual systems. We
call it the change of Kali Yuga to Sai Yuga. This is a time of enlightenment coming to
the earth. A time when the Divine Feminine power and truth of Divine Mother and
the womb will help change the world.
How Is All This Possible The Womb Chakra Can Do So Much?--- It’s The Soul’s Home
Womb Chakra carries your essence, your soul home, and the imprint of your
karmas
“The energy in the womb chakra is coming from the energy you’re carrying since
many lifetimes. It’s what we call ‘essence.’”
The womb chakra holds the imprint or essence of you that has comes from
many life times
Attached to this is karma and the play of karma over lifetimes
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Though the soul is everywhere in the energy of the body, it has it home in
the womb chakra and heart chakra
It is through the play of maya and karma on us that Mother Divine develops
our soul energy—so to understand the brilliance of the purified womb
chakra—we must understand a bit about karma and the play of maya
through kama.
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